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I

Our aim in this paper is to explain how Aristotle admits local motion into his ontology. This is a special instance of a larger ontological issue which derives from his view that everything which has being either is a substance or depends for its being upon its relation to one or more substances. That this was his view is clear from his general classification of things that are (τὰ ὁμοῖα) (Categories, ch. 3), and the canonical enumeration and discussion of the categories it prefaces (Cat. chs. 4-9). The problem we address is that although Aristotle speaks at least once as if local motion might fall under one category and other sorts of change might fall under others (Physics 227b3-7), local motion (change of place) is not listed as a category or an instance of any of the categories in the work entitled The Categories. The more general problem is that neither change in general (ἱνώματι) nor any other specific kinds of change are explicitly included. Although this paper is concerned with local motion (including the rotation of the cosmic spheres and the natural and forced motions of Earth, Water, Air and Fire) we believe that what we say about local motion applies to other kinds of ἱνώματι as well. The view we develop is that local motions are actualities or exercises (ἐνέργεια, ἐντελέχεια) of items which fall

1 English translators have traditionally used jargon derived from the word ‘actual’ (e.g., ‘actuality’, ‘actualization’) to translate these terms. Jargon derived from the term ‘potential’ is usually used to translate ὁμοῖα, ὀντωτός and the like. In an earlier paper we used ‘ability’ for ὁμοῖα.
under the categories of doing (ἦν ποιεῖν) and suffering or undergoing (ἦν πάθεῖν). Things that move locally are substances. What makes it possible for a substance to move is its possession of an ability (δύναμις) to do or to suffer. Abilities fall under

and ‘exercise’ for ἑωρακία (Bogen and McGuire, 1987: passim). One reason for this is that the traditional translations import a great deal of baggage into the text taken from what we consider to be misleading commentaries dating back as far as the thirteenth century. Jonathan Beere points out that it would be far better to think of a sleeping Euclid as an actual

philosopher who is not exercising his ability to do geometry than as someone who is not actually a

geometer. By the same token, ‘potential geometry’ is not a very good description of Euclid when he is sleeping or occupied with something other than geometry. Beere also points out that the traditional translation can be confusing to readers who are used to using ‘actual’ in contrast to ‘possible’ and ‘necessary’. Aristotle typically uses the term δύναμις not to say that something is possible, but to signify a factor upon which the possibility depends. We think that to say that John Carter had the δύναμις by which clarinet players are able to play their horns is not to say that it was possible for him to play, let alone that he was a possible or potential clarinet player. It is easy to think of cases in which he had the ability to play even though the circumstances made it impossible for him to play. When John Carter was not playing, he was, nevertheless, a real, rather than a potential clarinetist. When he was actually playing, we think it is both more natural and more faithful to Aristotle to say that he was exercising or using his ability, than to say that either he or his ability was actual, actualized, or in a state of actualization. We note also that ἐωράσθη, e.g., a cosmic sphere’s exercise of its ability to rotate, can be a matter of necessity rather than mere actuality.

‘Fullfillment’ is sometimes used to translate ἐτερηθέντο, and occasionally, to translate ἐτερηθεία. But locutions like ‘John Carter exercised his ability (δύναμις) to play the clarinet’ make better sense, and sound more Aristotelian to us than such locutions as ‘John Carter fulfilled his ability to play the clarinet’. The same considerations argue against ‘perfection’ as a translation of ἐτερηθεία or ἐτερηθέντο.

Heidegger’s discussion and eventual rejection of ‘Wirklichkeit’ as a possible translation raises a number of issues which argue against the traditional translations (Heidegger, 1981: 160-224). Unfortunately there is no English word which connotes both being at work and being actual as does the German word ‘Wirklichkeit’. Hussey’s use of ‘operation’ fits the ἐωράσθη of something which has the ability to engage in some sort of activity, but not the ἐωράσθη of matter, e.g., bronze, which has the ability to be an individual, e.g., a bronze sphere (Hussey, 1983: 61-62).

Beere’s and Cooper’s use of ‘activity’ is far better. The reason we haven’t followed them is that some abilities (e.g., the ability of an oily rag to set on fire) are passive, and their exercises are undertaken passively or sufferings rather than activities. Other abilities are what we call ‘impasive’. To exercise them is to resist change, rather than to engage in an activity (Metaphysics θ. 1).

On the other hand, ‘exercise’ has its disadvantages, and it is important to appreciate that there really aren’t any perfectly satisfactory English translations for ἐωράσθη or ἐτερηθέντο. Indeed, ἐωράσθη had no standard usage in Greek at Aristotle’s time. To the extent that this term suits Aristotle’s purposes, it does so because he coined it as a technical term. Beere and Cooper rightly emphasize Aristotle’s insistence in Metaph. θ. 6 that although ἐωράσθη is not an ambiguous term, it is to grasp analogies between things as different from one another as a completed statue of Hermes which has been separated out of a block of wood, a half line produced by cutting a whole line, a man who is actually studying (as opposed to a man who has the ability

the category of quality (Cat. 9a13ff, 2b3 and Topics 103b20).

II

Aristotle says that things that are can be of the following four kinds: (a) individual subjects (e.g., individual horses or men) which are either in or said of (ἦν ἐωρακότοι) anything; (b) things like the species man which are said of but not in a subject (ἦν ἐκ τοῦ ἄνθρωπον); (c) things which are in but not said of a subject (the color of Calia’s skin is an example), and (d) things (like knowledge) which can be said of a subject (like mathematics) but can also be in a subject (as knowledge of mathematics was in Cauchy’s mind) (Cat. 1a20-29).

Following Ackrill, we suppose that as Aristotle uses these terms, what is said of or in something is not a bit of language, but rather, an extra-linguistic item which we use words and phrases to talk about (Ackrill, 1965: 75-76, 78ff). What is in Calia’s skin is not the word ‘pale’, but a pale color. The mathematical knowledge in Cauchy’s mind was not the phrase ‘knowledge of mathematics’, it was a bit of mathematical knowledge. To say of Socrates that he is a man, is to say that he is a human being, not that he is the phrase ‘human being’. We will use the term ‘metaphysical predicate’ for pallor, knowledge, and the other extra-linguistic items which can be said of or can be in metaphysical subjects. We use the term ‘metaphysical subject’ for the individuals and other extra-linguistic items which metaphysical predicates can be in or said of. We use the term ‘metaphysical
predication” for the ontological relation between metaphysical subjects and what is in or said of them. By contrast, linguistic subjects are bits of language (typically nouns and noun-phrases) used to refer to metaphysical subjects, and linguistic predicates are bits of language (typically verbs and adjectives) used to ascribe metaphysical predicates to metaphysical subjects. Linguistic predication is a grammatical relation between the parts of a sentence. It is not to be confused with ontological relations which may obtain between the things the sentence mentions. Using this jargon, we agree with Ackrill that the things that are (including things in and things said of other things) are metaphysical, rather than linguistic subjects and predicates. For an individual like Socrates or Trigger, to be is for it to exist, and for Aristotle, to exist is to be the subject of other metaphysical predications including place and time. For things of the other three kinds, to be is to be metaphysically predicated of (to be either said of or in) one or more metaphysical subjects (Cp. Metaph. 1071a8-35).

At Metaph. Θ. 10. 1051a34ff, Aristotle says that being and non-being are said (a) with reference to the categories and (b) with reference to capability (στήριξιν) or ἑπιτελεία (exercise or ‘actualization’ if you prefer). We understand Aristotle to have coined the term ἑπιτελεία to signify one of two ways in which a metaphysical predicate, Y, its contrary, or its privation, can be in or said of a metaphysical subject, X. He uses the phrase στήριξιν (already available in the Greek of his time) for another kind of metaphysical predication – a connection between X and Y which obtains by virtue of one or more of X’s abilities. We will use the term ‘capability’ to talk about this kind of metaphysical predication. According to De Anima 417a22ff, – a well known passage we will return to below – having an ability and exercising or actualizing an ability are two different ways in which a particular metaphysical predicate (Aristotle’s example is being a knower) can be predicated of a metaphysical subject. This illustrates our supposition that exercise and capability are different ways in which a subject can be, or can have an item from a category, its contrary, or privation.

We emphasize that, general and abstract as it is, Aristotle’s fourfold classification of things (other than capability and exercise or actuality) is meant to cover every kind of thing that is now, ever has, or ever will be found anywhere in the cosmos. In order to be – either now, in the past, or in the future – something must be, or be reducible to the capability for, or exercise of, one or more categorial items. What fails this test – be it an individual, an event, a process, a feature, or an item of any other kind – did not, does not, and never will occur, exist, and so on. But Aristotle does not explicitly include change or examples of change in his enumeration and explanation of the categories or his treatment of metaphysical predicates (στήριξιν). The categories he lists explicitly include substance, quantity, quality, features which belong to things relative to one other (τὸ τὸν τὸν), spatial and temporal location, position or attitude, disposition or trait (τῇ ἡμέρᾳ), doing, and suffering or undergoing something (Cat. 1b25-2b3; cp. Topics 103b20-30). Aristotle’s failure to include local motions in his list of things that are is surprising. His scientific works leave no doubt that he believed that local motions have always, are now, and will always be going on in the universe. Indeed he argues that change of all kinds depends upon local motion and therefore that it is the most fundamental kind of change (Phils. 251b1-8, 260a27-261a13). This is what raises the question of how local motion can find a place in Aristotle’s ontology. We turn now to Aristotle’s answer.

When a ball rolls down a hill, the ball (a metaphysical subject) ceases to have one metaphysical predicate from the category of location (it ceases to be at the top) and comes to have another (it comes to be located at the bottom). This, like every other change (στήριξιν) is a process in which something comes or ceases to be such and such. For changes other than local motion this involves contrariety. Thus,

...[everything that comes to be or passes away comes from, or passes into its contrary (ἐναρτικὸν) or an intermediate state... derived from the contraries –

---

3 The Greek word στήριξιν can be translated ‘predicate’, but as the title of Aristotle’s treatise on predicates, its plural form is usually translated ‘categories’, a term commentators often use to refer to groups or kinds of predicates such as relatives, quantities, quality, etc. We will use both translations, assuming that the context will make our choices clear.

4 While the Categories list includes substance, under which Aristotle explicitly includes individuals of specific kinds (e.g., individual men, and individual horses) (Cat. 2a15) the Topics list does not. Instead it includes ‘what a thing is’ (τι ἐστί) (e.g., what it is to be a man, a horse, etc.) (103b21). Thus the Topics categories include things which can be said of or can be in individuals, but not the individuals themselves. We have no explanation for this.

5 In what follows, we will refer to στήριξιν of all kinds as changes except where further specification is needed. στήριξιν, τητελεία, and ἑπιτελεία are the terms Aristotle uses most often to signify changes. ἑπιτελεία and τητελεία are used for the most part (though not exclusively) for changes other than changes in place. τητελεία is used sometimes for local motion, and sometimes as a general term for changes and motions of all kinds. Unless indicated, we will use ‘change’ to translate both ἑπιτελεία and τητελεία and ‘change’, ‘motion’ and ‘local motion’ for στήριξιν; as the context warrants it.

---

2 We disagree with Porphyry who thinks Aristotle’s categories are linguistic. But Porphyry also says (what is more congenial to our view) that in order to understand them, we must have a theory of what we would call metaphysical subjects, predicates, and predication (Porphyry. 1992: 32-33, 35).
colors for instance from dark and light. Everything therefore that comes to be by a natural process is either a contrary or a product of contraries (Phys. 188b21-26 (cp. Metaph. 1055b16-17, De Caelo 270a14ff, On Generation and Corruption 323b28-324a9)).

Local motion is highly analogous to, though not quite the same as, a change from the metaphysical predication of one contrary or intermediate to another (Phys. 241b3ff). Ignoring the rotations of the cosmic spheres which we consider below, every local motion is a matter of ceasing to be at one place along a line, and coming to be at another. But although nothing can have more than one contrary, something can move in any number of different directions from any given place. Thus the end of the line along which something moves does not qualify as the contrary of its point of origin, and locations along the line do not qualify as intermediates between contraries. But any two locations along the line are opposed to one another in exactly the same way as a pair of contraries or intermediates. Although it is not the case that every object must occupy one or the other of any two locations along any given line, no object can occupy both at the same time. Furthermore, the line an object moves along is a continuum such that every location along it is uniquely related to every other, as well as to the extremes. In this respect, the extremes and intermediate points along the line are related to one another in the same way as the extremes and intermediates of Aristotle’s color continuum.

Although local motion is a matter of ceasing to occupy one location and coming to occupy another, it does not fall under the category of location. Nor can it be reduced to the metaphysical predication of a location; moving from one place to another is not the same thing as occupying either one of them. Our view is that Aristotle believed he could accommodate local motion into his ontology by appeal to the actualization or exercise by a metaphysical subject (a mover) of its ability (δύναμις) to do (ποιέω) or to suffer (πάθος) something. Doing, suffering and ability do belong to Aristotle’s canonical lists of metaphysical predicates. The rest of our paper is devoted to spelling this out.

---

6 We suppose the tightness of the analogy accounts for the passage in Phys. v. 2 where Aristotle says we have a pair of contraries for every motion in place (226a25).

7 Readers of Aristotle’s moral philosophy may think of ‘ποιέω’ as a term for human actions. But in the context of Metaph. 8. 4 it is clear from 1046a10ff that ‘ποιέω’ and ‘πάθος’ are general terms used in connection with changes of all kinds.

---

8 Notice that the notion of exercise is not essentially anthropomorphic. Builders exercise their abilities to build; that is anthropomorphic. But there is nothing anthropomorphic about a brick’s passive ability to be moved and mortared.

III

Aristotle develops his view on the status of motion in the tortuous discussion which takes up most of Phys. III. 1-3. He begins by pointing out that change is always change with respect to something – place, for the case of local motion – and by reminding us that everything in every category may belong to a metaphysical subject either by virtue of the possession of an ability (δύναμις) or by virtue of its exercise or actuality (ἐνέργεια) (Phys. 200b25-201a10).

Next Aristotle says that every change is,

the actualization of what is capable (τοῦ δυνατοῦ) as such, e.g., [the actualization of] the alterable as alterable is alteration, of what is increasable and its opposite, [what is decreasable] ... increase and decrease, of what can come to be and pass away, coming to be and passing away ... (Phys. 201a11-14).

For example, a collection of bricks, boards, etc., is said to be buildable insofar as it has an ability by virtue of which it can undergo the building process – the process which transforms building materials into buildings. Its change is the exercise of its ability to undergo that process (Metaph. K. 1065b17-19). We emphasize that the ability in question is not the ability of the materials to be a finished edifice. That ability is not actualized until the materials have been assembled into a building and are no longer changing, i.e., no longer undergoing the building process (Phys. 201a15-16, b9-14). Similarly, learning is not the actuality or exercise of the student’s ability to know something. It is the exercise of her ability to undergo the process by which she comes to know it. Rolling and jumping are not exercises of abilities to be in certain positions one after another, but to engage in or undergo a process which carries the student from one position to another (201a17, b14-15). Similarly, to move from place to place is to exercise the ability to be carried along (201a14). Local motion is not the moving thing’s exercise of its ability to occupy any given place. It is the exercise of an ability by virtue of which it engages in the process of taking itself or being taken from one place to another. This is how local motion can be understood, in keeping with Aristotle’s views about what there is. It is the metaphysical predication (the actualization or exercise) of an item (an ability to engage in or undergo the relevant process) which belongs to the category of
Aristotle repeats his characterization of change (including local motion) several times throughout the opening books of *Phys. III*. (201a28ff., 201b5, 202b23-29), and devotes the bulk of chapters 2 and 3 to the consideration and rejection of alternative accounts of the actualization which constitutes change, and to solving some problems his own account faces. He begins *Phys. III*. 2 by saying he will defend his characterization of change by considering alternatives and demonstrating their weaknesses (*Phys. 201b16-18*).

The first account he rejects identifies change with ‘… difference or inequality or not being’. Its defects are obvious: Things that are different from or unequal to one another need not move: nor do things which lack being (201b21-22).

Aristotle says the proponents of this unacceptable view are led to it by their realization that motion is indefinite in the sense that (a) as long as something is changing from A to B, it is no longer A and is not yet actually B, and (b) neither the privation of B nor the ability to change to B is sufficient for the occurrence of change. Here is an illustration of these facts. The poet, playwright, and musician, Richard Barnes once walked from one Southern California town, Arrowbear, to another, Barstow. In accordance with (a) he neither remained in Arrowbear, nor occupied a place in Barstow while he was walking from one to the other. In accordance with (b) there were times during which he had the ability to be in Barstow but remained at rest in Arrowbear. Thus the local motion which took Barnes from Arrowbear to Barstow is indefinite with regard to spatial locations. As long as something is in motion from one place to another, it is not exercising its ability to be in either place, or any place in between. We believe that Aristotle accepted both (a) and (b), along with the conclusion that change is indefinite (ἀόγιστον). But the unsatisfactory characterization of motion which he rejects, responds to (a) and (b) by identifying motion with not being at A, B, or any intermediate place.

An alternative response to (a) and (b) identifies motion with an exercise or actuality which is incomplete. Its proponents suppose that if being in motion from A to B is not the exercise of an ability to occupy place B, it must be an incomplete exercise or actualization of the ability to occupy B (… τὸ ἐνεργεῖσθαι ποιόν … ἢ τὸ κίνησις μὲν εἶναι τὰ δοκεῖ ἀπέλθης δὲ) (*Phys. 201b31*).

Philoponus believed this was Aristotle’s own view:

Aristotle does not … [put] … change into the category of quantity, nor as a whole into any of the others … For the categories were said of forms that have been completed and of things that have acquired their complete forms, whereas change is an uncompleted activity (Philoponus, 1994: 16).

Aristotle would agree with Philoponus that:

(1) to be moving from one quality, quantity, place, etc., A, to another, B, is not actually to be, to have been, or to be located at B. Aristotle says as much at *Phys. 201b28-29* and continues to endorse it elsewhere (e.g., at 234b11-17, *Metaph. 1066a17ff.*).

But Philoponus is wrong to attribute to Aristotle the view that:

(2) changing from A to B is the incomplete actualization or exercise of the subject’s ability to be, or to have been located at B.

That, we think, is a view others infer from (1). Far from endorsing it, Aristotle says (2) makes it hard to understand what change is (*Phys. 201b*, 34-6, *Metaph. K*. 1066a22). It will be easier to understand change, says Aristotle, if we accept his own characterization of change (*Phys. 201a10ff.*) instead.

As we understand it, Aristotle and those who think motion is an incomplete exercise or actuality disagree because they think of change in terms of the actuality or exercise of different abilities. For Aristotle, moving from A to B is not the incomplete actuality of a subject quae possessing an ability to be located at B. Instead, it is the actuality of a subject quae possessing an ability to engage in or undergo a process which will take it from A to B if it reaches completion. Although the process may be interrupted before it is completed, the actuality or exercise which constitutes local motion is complete in a sense which Aristotle sets out in

---

9 It would be circular to define change as the exercise of an ability to engage in or undergo a process. But we do not think that is what Aristotle was trying to do. His characterization is meant to tell us that change is an exercise or actualization of an ability, and to tell us what sort of ability is involved.

10 We think contrary to Akrel, (1965: 122) that τέλεος should be translated ‘complete’ or ‘completed’ rather than ‘perfect’, and ἀόγιστος, ‘incomplete’. For example, with regard to *Metaph. 1048b22* if an incomplete builder finishes a poorly constructed building, his imperfect manipulation of the bricks, mortar, wood, etc., is τέλεος in the sense of being completed, but not in the sense of being perfect.
Phys. V. 6 (237a12-237b7) and which we discuss in §VI below.11

IV

Aristotle thought that the ἐνέργεια which constitute change are of a kind which is hard to understand (Phys. 202a2). Philoponus would say that what makes them hard to understand is their incompleteness. But he fails to show why the incompleteness he has in mind should be hard to understand. If we are right to think that the relevant actualities are not incomplete, what is it that makes them hard to understand?

In our view there are two difficulties. The second of them concerns the rotation of the cosmic spheres. We will defer our discussion of it to §VIII below.

The first difficulty is introduced in the last paragraph of III. 2 (at 202a3-12) which connects to the beginning paragraph of III. 3 (202a13-14). The connected passage states the difficulty. What follows in III. 3 articulates Aristotle’s solution. We will begin with the last paragraph of III. 2 (202a3-12) to show this connection and its implications.

11 Our reading of this part of the Physics departs not only from the Philoponian interpretation, but also from Ross’ idea (endorsed by others including Ackrill) that Aristotle used the term ἐνέργεια in two different senses, one broad and one strict. Commenting on Phys. 201a9ff. Ross says the movement (ἐνέργεια) of the building materials is incomplete because...

... every movement is a realization of a potentiality which is a stage on the way to a further realization of potentiality, and only exists while the further potentiality is not yet realized.

So far so good. Unfortunately Ross goes on to say, Hence it is ἐνέργεια... and, though in a sense it is an ἐνέργεια, it is distinct from an ἐνέργεια in the narrower sense in which ἐνέργεια implies that no element of ὑμνημός is present at all (Ross, 1979: 536).

But in the passage on which Ross is commenting (201a9-b15) Aristotle is recounting and suggesting a motivation for a view (that ὑμνημός is an incomplete actualization) which he himself does not hold. Because Aristotle does not believe the actualization which constitutes motion is incomplete, he has no need for the broad sense of ἐνέργεια which Ross supplies to explain how he could say motion is an actualization. Furthermore, although seeing is supposed to be an actualization in the strict sense, it fails to qualify as such according to Ross’ own account. As long as your eyes are in good working order, you retain what Ross would call the potentiality to continue seeing at every time during which you are seeing something. Thus seeing is not an actualization which excludes the ability (ὑμνημός) to see, or to see the particular thing you are watching. Thus, while Ross believes there are two kinds of actualization, a strict sense that applies to seeing and to building, and a broad one which applies to building, we believe that the term ἐνέργεια is not ambiguous. For the case of building, we think that instead of distinguishing between two sorts of actualization, Aristotle distinguishes between the ability to complete a building and the ability to engage in the building process.

Every mover is also changed as has been said – every mover, that is, which is capable of change (so for to act on what can be changed as such, is just to change it. But this it [the mover] does by contact with [what is changed] so that at the same time it [the mover] also undergoes change. Hence change is the actualization of what is changed quia changed, [the cause] being in contact with what is changed, so that at the same time the mover is also changed.

The change which concerns us is local motion. Aristotle wishes to emphasize that there are movers that are moved because they remain in contact with what they move. But the phrase ‘every mover ... which is capable of change’ allows for the possibility that some movers are not moved. Aristotle anticipates this possibility earlier at 201a25-27:

... it seems to some that every mover is moved. However the truth about this will be clear from other considerations (for there is something that moves and is unmoved).12

12 Why does Aristotle need to allow for the possibility of unmoved movers (as he goes out of his way to do in Phys. VIII. 4)? He believed that without movers which are unmoved in a certain sense, the physical world could not be stable in the way his natural science must assume it to be. This leads Aristotle to disagree with the atomists’ idea that change results from atoms contingently clashing in the void, reciprocally affecting one another in endless chains of horizontal interactions. The only causes of motion in the world that the atomists envisage are low level agents, each one of which is moved by something else. Despite the admiration for the atomists which is evident in his writings, Aristotle rejected this picture because he believed that the world the atomists describe would be chaotic.

Aristotle wants to establish a science which explains change by appeal to unbroken natural uniformities. He believes the natural uniformities his science presupposes depend on movers which are unmoved in the sense that they can produce or influence changes in other things without themselves being changed in any way which prevents them from continuing to produce the same effects in the same way. Only movers which are immune to change with regard to their causal efficacy can continue for an unlimited time to produce the same kinds of changes always or for the most part. This understanding of what it is to be unmoved does not require unmoved movers to be unchanged with respect to anything other than the abilities by virtue of which they produce and influence change. The cosmic spheres satisfy this condition for guarantors of stability and invariance. They maintain the same positions relative to one another, and to the sublunary realm. They continue to rotate in the same directions and in the same ways. As a result, the immost surface of the immost aitherial sphere maintains uniform contact with, and exerts an invariant influence on, the outermost edge of the outermost sublunary sphere. By so doing it prevents sublunary bodies from coming to rest in their natural places all at the same time. Without invariant interactions between the outermost sublunary sphere and the innermost supralunary sphere, sublunary motion would either come to a halt, or become too erratic for Aristotelian science to deal with (see On Generation and Corruption, II. 10, Meteorology, I. 9).

But in the argument we are considering, Aristotle allows for movers which are unmoved in a stronger sense. Barnes’ walking to Barstow does not change him with regard to his ability to walk,
The argument needs careful consideration. Consider the interval example. Aristotle asks how the road from Thebes to Athens can be the same as that from Athens to Thebes (202b13-14). The answer is clear: the road is numerically identical even though it falls under two separate descriptions. Similarly, 'the way up' and 'the way down' are two different characterizations of one and the same road. But how do these examples illuminate Aristotle's claim that the actualization of teaching and of learning are one in number (202b10-12)? More importantly, how do they illuminate the claim that the actualization by which the mover moves something is the same as the actualization by which the mover is moved?

Aristotle holds that there can be one actualization of two different abilities (202b10) for the same reason one road can be both the road up and the road down. Teaching and learning, though different in account, are one in number.

To generalize: teaching is not the same as learning or agency as patience, in the full sense; though they belong to the same thing, the change; for the actualization of this in that and the actualization of that through the action of this differ in account (Phys. 202b19-22).

Someone might object that according to this line of reasoning the teacher could not teach without being made to learn. Aristotle's answer is that it is not.

... necessary that the teacher should learn, even if to act and to be acted on are one and the same, provided they are not the same in respect of the account which states their essence ... but are the same in the sense in which the road from Thebes to Athens and the road from Athens to Thebes are the same ... indeed it [i.e., the claim that the teacher can't teach without learning] by no means follows from the fact that teaching is the same as learning ... any more than it follows from the fact that there is one distance between two things ... that being here at a distance from there and being there at a distance from here are one and the same (Phys. 202b11-19).

Since Aristotle is articulating the way in which exercises or actualizations can be considered identical, it is important to notice that in saying that teaching and learning are the same, he is referring to the numerical identity of actualizations and not to formal identity. In cases where the mover itself is moved as it makes

---

13 Self mover that is, Barnes is obviously in contact with what moves him. The same question arises for the case in which one thing, A, moves another, B, e.g., by pulling or pushing it. Aristotle believes A moves B only as long as they remain in contact so that A is moved in the process of moving B.

---

14 In saying that teaching and learning belong to (έργον) the change, we take Aristotle to mean that the change consists of the actuality or exercise of one subject's ability to teach the other, and another subject's ability to be taught. We do not think he means to say that teaching and being taught are predicated of the change in the same sense that teaching is predicated of the teacher and being taught is predicated of the learner.
something else move, the required actuality is the exercise of the mover’s ability to move something, and in so doing, to undergo motion. Here too, the exercises must be understood to be numerically identical. Of course not all movers are moved. But as we have noted, Aristotle is here considering only those that are (cf. Phys. 202a2-3).

To recapitulate: Aristotle uses the interval example to illustrate that what is numerically one can be two in form or description. Although its scope is static and fixed, it provides insight into how two different descriptions can equally characterize one and the same reality. In Phys. III. 3 Aristotle’s focus is on the dynamics of change, on how actions and activities are identical. But as for the case of the interval, Aristotle is concerned with the numerical rather than the formal identity of activities or exercises of abilities.15

The terms ‘teaching’ and ‘learning’ refer to one and the same exercise or actuality. Suppose McGuire succeeds in teaching Bogen something. At the same time Bogen succeeds in learning from McGuire, he and McGuire jointly exercise the abilities necessary for imparting knowledge. Imparting knowledge involves numerically one and the same 

\(\textit{ἀποδίδειν}\), the actualization of the abilities to engage in the process which leads to the realization of one and the same goal. And so there is nothing to prevent the formally different actualizations involved in the same process from being numerically identical (Phys. 202b30). Thus ‘teaching’ (‘bringing it about that someone learns’) and ‘learning’ (‘being taught’) are two different descriptions of one and the same actualization. What holds for the learner exercising an ability to learn and the teacher exercising an ability to teach holds as well for a mover and the thing it moves. And just as teaching and being taught are formally different but numerically one, the actualization or exercise by which

Barnes moves himself can be numerically identical to the actuality or exercise by which he is moved. The same holds for movers which are numerically different from the things they move.

V

After presenting this view Aristotle discusses what he calls a dialectical difficulty (ἐν διαλογικόν λόγον) in order to show that absurdities arise from the view that every change consists of numerically different actualities rather than a single actuality which falls under different descriptions (202a21-22; see Ross, 1979: 540). Aristotle introduces the view he wants to reject as follows:

Perhaps it is necessary that there should be an actuality of the agent and of the patient. The one is agency (τὸ 

\(\textit{τὸπομαξίας}\)) and the other is patiency (τὸ 

\(\textit{τὸπομαξίας}\)), and the outcome and end of one is a doing, and of the other a suffering (Phys. 202a21-24).

If the agency by which something is made to change, and the resulting patiency (the change it undergoes) are numerically different.

... either both are in what is being acted upon and moved, or the agency is in the agent and suffering is in what suffers (Phys. 202a26-27).

Aristotle examines and rejects both of these alternatives in order to show that the actualization or exercise he calls agency cannot be numerically different from the one he calls patiency. He begins with the second alternative, namely, that the agency is in the agent and the suffering is in what suffers. His answer is truncated:

... in the latter case, the motion will be in the mover, for the same account will hold of mover and moved, so that either every mover will be moved, or, though having motion, it will not be moved [our emphasis] (202a28-31).

Thus, if the agency is in the mover, and if it is a change (as is stated at 202a25), then either (a) nothing can move anything without itself being moved, or (b) that which is moving has motion but is not moving. (a) is false since there are movers which are not moved. (Now we can see the importance of the qualifying phrase at 202a3-4 which anticipates this argument, namely the phrase “... every mover, that is, (every mover) which is capable of motion”). (b) is absurd because it would be self-contradictory to say that what has motion does not move.

The argument to show that the first alternative leads to unpalatable consequences is more straightforward but not without its subtleties:

15 The canonical example of formal identity is at Phys. II. 7, 198a25-28 (cf Metaph. Z. 8 1033b29ff).

In this text, Aristotle puts forward his doctrine of the four causes and, while making an exception for material causes, he says:

"for three of the four (in fact, all of them) are one, that is, the final cause and that for the sake of which the final cause is, are one; while that from which the primary motion comes ([the efficient cause] is the same as them in form (τὴν ἐκδοσιν)."

Again we see the same strategy. In analyzing the causes Aristotle’s aim is to show that one and the same actuality falls under different descriptions. Similarly, knowing and being known are numerically identical activities which fall under different descriptions. And at De An. III. 2 (425b26-28) he says that,

... the activity of the sensible and of sensing is one and the same although not the same in account.

Thus, to expand on this example, in the sensory act of tasting salt, my sensation of the salt’s astrngency is one and the same event as my tasting the astrngency of the salt.
Furthermore we think the troublesome passage is of interest because it supplies a criterion for completeness which supports our rejection of the Philoponic conception of change as incomplete actualization.

The troublesome passage is a discussion of actualization or exercise as these notions apply to actions or activities (πράξεις). The passage introduces a much discussed distinction between actions which pass what we will call the Done-while-Doing (D-D) test, and actions which do not.

The D-D test: An action, or activity, A, is D-D if doing A during any finite interval of time, t, (no matter how small) entails that A has already been done during part of t. For example, saying is D-D because at any time during which one sees, one has already seen during part of that time. Similarly, at any time during which one understands, one has already understood.

Contrary to Ryle, who took this to be a logical test which distinguishes different kinds of verbs and verb phrases, we believe Aristotle uses the D-D test to mark an ontological distinction. Furthermore, we submit that the D-D test constitutes Aristotle’s only explicitly and carefully set out criterion for the completeness or incompleteness of an ongoing action or activity. Actions and activities which are by their natures aimed at achieving an end other than their own performance fail the D-D test. For example, during the time when one continues to build a temple, one has not yet built the temple. As long as one is in process of learning some specific thing, one has not already learned it. While one is walking to Barstow, one has not yet walked to Barstow. While one is in process of being cured one has not yet been cured. As long as one is thinning something, one has not

VI

We turn now to a troublesome passage in Metaph. Θ. 6 (1048b18-34). Here Aristotle appears to distinguish between actualization or exercise (ἐνεργεία, ἐνεργέω) and change in a way that is incompatible not only with our account of how local motion can be accommodated in Aristotle’s ontology, but also with his own account of change as actualization.

We do not think Aristotle changed his mind about his account of motion.

16 Ross says this passage is omitted from some manuscripts and seriously corrupted in others (Ross, 1988: 253). Nevertheless, it is to be taken seriously for our purposes because its apparent distinction between change and actuality can also be found in Nichomachean Ethics 1174a14-23, 1174a29-b5; whose authenticity is not questioned.
yet finished thinning it (1048b24-29).

19 These activities are incomplete (τερλέχεσ) while they are underway. The complete walk takes up the entire interval between its start and its finish; it is not complete during any sub-interval (1050a24-b1).

By contrast, activities which can be defined without reference to any goal beyond their own performance are complete (τετελεσ) in the sense of passing the D-D test at every time during which they occur. Thus one is seeing only when one has already seen, living well only when one has lived well; thinking only when one has thought, and so on (1050a24-b1). From the fact that whenever one is seeing one has already seen, it follows that having seen does not preclude continuing to see. The same holds for the other D-D activities. Except for special cases like the eternal rotation of the cosmic spheres, D-D activities do not go on forever. But even though something will eventually bring your seeing, thinking, or living well to an end, the mere fact that you have seen (thought, lived well, etc.) is not sufficient to terminate the activity.20 By contrast, the achievement of a goal brings an activity which fails the D-D test to an end. One cannot continue walking to a destination one has already reached; learning something one has already learned; thinning what one has already thinned; undergoing a completed cure; and so on. In section §VIII below we argue that Aristotle needs this ontological distinction between D-D and non-D-D activities to explain how an ußerial cosmic sphere can continue to rotate at each and every time after which it has already rotated.

Having drawn this distinction, Aristotle says he will use the term ‘exercise’ or ‘activity’ (ἐργασία)21 in connection with D-D actions or activities, and ‘change’ (αλλαγή) for non-D-D actions or activities (1048b28-34). The moral to draw from this is emphatically not that by the time Aristotle wrote Metaphysics Θ he had abandoned the Physics characterization of local motions and other changes as exercises or activities.22 Aristotle says that changes are exercises or activities in

Θ, 6 at 1048b9 only nine lines before the troublesome passage, and continues to call changes exercises or activities afterwards (e.g., in Θ, 8, 1050a24-b20, passim).23 Furthermore, what Aristotle says in Physics III is his only full account of change. It is hard to imagine him rejecting it without providing a new account to replace it.

In classifying non-D-D activities as changes, Aristotle cannot mean to deny, e.g., that temple building is not the exercise or actualization of the builder’s ability to build. To deny that would be to contradict a great deal of what he says in Metaph. Θ and elsewhere. Nor is there any reason to think that in classifying seeing, living well, and other D-D activities as exercises or actualizations Aristotle meant to deny that they are changes.24 Instead of using the terms ‘αλλαγής’ and ‘ἐργασία’ to distinguish changes from goings on which are not changes, we think Aristotle used them to mark a distinction between two kinds of activities, both of which are changes. The difference between them is that by its very nature, a non-D-D activity can be completed only by the attainment of a goal other than its own performance. By contrast, no such result is required for the completion of living well, thinking, seeing, understanding or any other D-D activity.25 This is why D-D activities are not the same kinds of changes as D-D activities.

It is essential to the completion of a non-D-D activity that it brings about a change in metaphysical predication. The activity of building a temple is incomplete until there is a temple where there was none before. The activity of walking from one place to another is incomplete until one has reached a place one did not occupy before. The activity of thinning is incomplete until the liquid one thing has new consistency. The activity of curing is incomplete until the patient’s body stuffs (or their features) have been made to stand in new relations to one another. And so on. In all such cases, one or more metaphysical predicates are gained, and one or more others lost by the completion of the activity. By contrast, to see is neither to gain nor to lose any metaphysical predicate. Seeing is the exercise of an ability one possesses and retains, rather than a change in which a metaphysical predicate is

23 Needless to say this does not commit Aristotle to the view (which he did not hold) that all ἐργασίαι are αλλαγές. See fn. 1 above.

24 A terminological point: Our view that seeing, understanding, and the like belong under the heading of (αλλαγής) is compatible with the De Anima pronunciation that no such thing is an alternation (πάλαισιν) because change is a genus which includes a great many doings and sufferings which are not alterations (De An. 417a30-b8, cf. Phys. VII, 1bff). Notice in this connection that building a building is a αλλαγή, which does not alter the builder while he is doing the building (De An. 417b8-9).

25 Of course one cannot see without seeing something. But as opposed to the non-D-D activity of seeing an entire parade, seeing is not by nature such that one must finish seeing any particular thing in order to have seen.
gained or lost.\footnote{26} The same holds for living well, understanding, and other D-D activities. (As we suggest in §VII below, it holds also for the rotations of the cosmic spheres.) This makes it more natural to understand Aristotle as saying that D-D and non-D-D activities are distinct of different kinds than to read him as claiming, contrary to \textit{Phys.} III, and the non problematic parts of \textit{Metaph.} \textit{Θ}, that changes are not activities or exercises. A non-D-D activity is completed by a full-blooded change with respect to metaphysical predicates. By contrast, we think, Aristotle calls D-D activities \textit{είρημον} because their completion requires nothing beyond the exercise or actuality of an ability.\footnote{27}

Surprisingly, the distinction between changes whose completion requires only the exercise of an ability to engage in or undergo a process, and changes whose completion requires the exercise of an ability to achieve some further result sorts building and walking into a different bin than building a temple and walking to Barstow. \textit{Phys.} V. 6 argues at length that whenever something is moving from one point on any continuum to another, it must already have moved (237a14-15, 17, b5) and says that the same is true for changes between discontinuous contraries and contradictories (237b9). It follows that although walking from one place to another is not a complete activity in the sense of passing the D-D test, walking is complete in this sense: one cannot be walking unless one has already walked. This holds for local motions in general. It follows that moving locally (as opposed to moving from one specified place to another) is complete in exactly the same sense as are seeing, theorizing, \textit{etc}. And although Aristotle does not say so, seeing a parade (as opposed to seeing) is incomplete while the parade is going on in exactly the same sense as walking the length of the parade route is incomplete while one is walking.

VII

At this point an important problem emerges. It is the second of the difficulties mentioned in §V above with regard to the actuality which constitutes local motion. Given our analysis of local motion as the exercise of an ability to do or to suffer, how do we understand the endless motion (\textit{i.e.}, unlimited rotations) of the cosmic spheres (\textit{cf.} \textit{De Caelo} I. 2)? After all, if there is merit in what we say about Aristotle’s conception of local motion, it must be able to explain eternal local motion, a doctrine so central to his world picture.

The chief difficulties with regard to the motion of the cosmic spheres have analogues in the case of the finite motions of garden variety sublunar objects. First, we claim that the exercise or actualization which constitutes local motion is complete. But how can anything completely do or suffer what it has not yet finished doing or suffering? For example, how can a ball’s moving down a hill be a complete exercise of its ability to move downwards before it reaches the bottom? Similarly, how can a cosmic sphere, which rotates necessarily and always, be completely exercising its ability to do that during each and every moment of its rotation? In other words, how can a sphere be rotating eternally at each and every moment at which it rotates?

The second difficulty is this: how can something completely exercise an ability to do what it \textit{cannot} finish doing? Suppose there is an obstacle in place which will prevent the ball from reaching the bottom of the hill. What is the ball doing during any arbitrary interval of time during which the ball is rolling? It must be exercising its ability to move down the hill. Otherwise, it would not be moving at all. On the other hand, at any arbitrarily small time during its motion, how can the ball be fully exercising an ability to move to a place it cannot reach? Just as the obstructed ball cannot complete its motion to the bottom of the hill, a cosmic sphere can never complete an unlimited number of rotations. That is because, according to \textit{Phys.} III, 6, the unlimited is never fully actual. We cannot say that during any time interval, however small, a cosmic sphere is completing an unending series of rotations which are not yet actually completed. For how can what cannot happen happen?

Given these questions it is clear that we have to clarify the nature of the actuality or exercise involved in all changes regardless of their scope. Let us inquire into their ontological status as exercises when they \textit{are actually being exercised}. Eternal successiveness is a notion connected with Aristotle’s view of the infinite \textit{(i.e.}, the unlimited), whose mode of being is ‘that which cannot be gone through’ (\textit{Phys.} III, 6 204a17-19). As Aristotle understands it, ‘that which cannot be gone through’ is \textit{xartai òntai} \textit{(i.e.}, it can be or, if you prefer, it ‘is potentially’) but only in a special way. To say a statue can be is to say that there can be an actual \textit{(i.e.}, completed) statue. In contrast, the Aristotelian infinite cannot be actual in the sense of being completed. Instead, the sense in which the infinite \textit{is}, is analogous to what we mean by saying ‘it is a day’, or ‘it is the games’. In regard to such phenomena, in so far as they are occurring or going on, one thing after another continually comes to be
only to pass away. Also, a distinction between potential and actual existence is relevant in the sense that we can say of a game or of a day that it may occur or that now it is occurring (260a20-25).

Now, a day, the games, or indeed a walk to somewhere, possess a characteristic limit (πριν εξα) such that they are complete when they reach that limit. For example, at any time during which Barnes is walking to Barstow, his walk is incomplete. But even so, he is actually walking. Similarly, an unlimited process can be going on even though it can never be completed. Of course it is contradictory to say that during any limited interval of time an infinite process is complete. But to say that an infinite process is underway, or is going on does not imply that it is complete. In other words, while we cannot say that an infinite process, which has no possible completion, is on the way to completion during a given finite interval, we can say that a non-completable process is occurring during any finite time. If this is correct, there is no contradiction in saying that an unlimited process is going on at a time. So much for the question of how the cosmic spheres (or the rolling ball) can fully exercise an ability to do what they cannot finish doing.

Now substances, such as a horse or a person exist as complete wholes through every time during which they exist as they must if they are to be self identical through time. So, throughout every interval of time in which Barnes is present, he is completely there no matter how small the interval may be. In contrast, a process which is going on during any time interval, large or small, is not there completely during any part of the interval. Thus, as Barnes moves from place to place during any finite interval of time (no matter how small it is) what he is doing is moving from place to place. Similarly, processes which lack a limit, such as the rotation of a cosmic sphere, go on during every finite interval of time no matter how small. And so there is no contradiction in saying that an unlimited activity is going on during a limited time. In this respect there is no interesting difference between a cosmic sphere’s rotation (the exercise of its ability to rotate eternally) on the one hand, and the ball’s exercise of its ability to roll down the hill or Barnes’ exercise of his ability to walk to Barstow, on the other.

VIII

We turn now to the ontology of the cosmic spheres nested within the superlunar region of the cosmos. In De Caelo 1. 1-3, we are told that the aither which is their matter is the source of its own motion and that it moves naturally in a circle (269b18-270a35). Probably influenced by the Platonic conception of self-motion (but not its psychic commitments), De Caelo speaks of the aither as that which ‘runs always’ (ειλανθηκα) (270b24). As such it is.

... eternal and suffers neither growth nor diminution but is ageless, unalterable and impassive [i.e., not subject to alteration] (270b36-39).

We agree with most commentators that in De Caelo the cosmic spheres are self-movers of a special kind. One thing that makes them special is that their rotations are paradigmatic examples of activities which pass the D-D test. It is not just that whenever they are rotating, they have rotated. Over and above that, at every time during which they have rotated, it is necessary that they will continue to rotate. By contrast, although at every time during which I am seeing it is necessary that I have seen, it is not necessary I will continue to see – let alone, that I will continue seeing for all eternity. Every D-D activity is such that its having been done does not preclude its continuation. But only the rotations of the cosmic spheres are such that they must continue ominetemporal.

But special as the cosmic spheres are, De Caelo I. 2 develops one strict parallelism between the sublunar elements and the aither of which the cosmic spheres are composed. Aristotle argues that there are only two sorts of natural motions, rectilinear and circular. The natural (unforced) motions of parcels of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water are rectilinear. As long as nothing interferes with them, Earth and Water move downward toward the center of the cosmos until they reach their

---

29 The traditional view holds that Aristotle gives up the idea of cosmic self-motion and supports this contention by appealing to the arguments for the necessity of unmoved movers in Phys. VIII, and the fact that Metaph. A posits a transcendent unmoved mover distinct from the cosmic spheres whose motion it in some sense causes. Contrary to the received view, it seems to us that there are no decisive reasons (textual or otherwise) for denying that the Aristotle of Metaph. A still considers the cosmic spheres to be made of aither. Even if (as Metaph. A seems to hold) the aither’s capacity to rotate is activated by some sort of desire, that is perfectly compatible with the notion that the sphere’s ability to move belongs to the aither which is its matter. Similarly we disagree with the traditional view that the arguments for a plurality of unmoved movers in Phys. VIII indicate that the aither’s natural ability for rotation is insufficient to account for their continued rotation. The received opinion seems to be that the aither (in so far as one takes it to be presupposed by Aristotle in his later thought needs to be activated by a mover other than itself, on pain of its otherwise lying dormant. It is further argued that a transcendent unmoved mover must eventually be posited to avoid a vicious regress. We maintain, to the contrary that the nature of each cosmic sphere is sufficient to account for its continued rotation and therefore that whatever the function of the unmoved mover of Metaph. A may be, it is not required to secure the eternal rotations of the cosmic spheres [see also fn. 13 above].
natural places, and Air and Fire, upward. The natural motions of the cosmic spheres are circular rotations around the center of the cosmos' rather rectilinear motions. The natural motions of bits of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water resemble them in that nothing external to their natures is required to keep them in motion.

With this in mind, consider Aristotle's comparison in *Phys.* VIII. 4 of the natural motions of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water to a knower's use of the knowledge she possesses (*Phys.* VIII. 4 255a30-35). Immediately after distinguishing possessing a skill from exercising it, Aristotle says, 'it is the same in regard to natural things' (*Phys.* 255b30) and embarks on a discussion of the behavior of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water. Suppose someone is using her knowledge to think about something. As long as nothing interferes, nothing apart from the knower is required to sustain her thinking. Similarly a bit of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water which is traveling, unimpeded, toward its natural place requires nothing beyond itself to sustain its motion.

What is it by virtue of which a heavy body moving toward its natural place continues to move? It owes its ability to move to whatever generated it and gave it all of its natural abilities. It owes its motion in part to whatever released it so that it can move without obstruction (*Phys.* 256a1). But these are incidental causes whose work is finished once the object has begun to move. They themselves do not sustain the motion they have made possible. The only candidate for what sustains an ongoing natural motion is the nature of the moving body. According to texts from *Physics* II. 1 and *De Caelo* III. 2 a naturally moving bit of Earth, Air, Fire, or Water has by virtue of its very nature an 'innate impulse' (δύναμις ἐνεργείας) (*Phys.* 192b18-19) or a natural impulse (φυσικὴ ἀνέργεια) (*DC* 301a25). This means that the body has by nature an ability in virtue of which it will continue to move toward its natural place as long as nothing interferes with its exercise of that ability. Commentators disagree about just what kind of ability this could be. One long standing tradition of commentary holds that by nature, a simple body is both the active source of the continuation of its natural motion, and a passive source by virtue of which it undergoes the process which carries it from one place to another.\(^{30}\) By contrast, some present day commentators interpret Aristotle as holding that although a simple body does not, strictly speaking, move itself, it has by nature a passive ability whose exercise accounts for the continuation of its motion. In either case, natural motion should be understood as the metaphysical predication (ἐνεργεία) of an item in the category of doing or suffering which is fully and actually present at each and every moment during which the body transits towards the termination of its motion.

We granted above that the motions of the cosmic spheres are unique. But what makes them unique is not that they contain the ability by virtue of which they continue to move. In this respect they resemble Earth, Air, Fire and Water. The cosmic movers, composed as they are of aither, are the source and subject of their own motion in just the same way as Earth, Air, Fire and Water.

One crucial difference between them is that while obstacles often interfere with the motions of sublunary bodies, nothing can prevent or interfere with the motion of the aither. A second crucial difference is that unlike the sublunary simple bodies their ability to move is exercised inexhaustibly at all times. One explanation of this is the way in which the rotational ability of the cosmic spheres resembles the first order abilities of *De An.* II. 5 (417a22-b16). Their exercise does not alter their possessors. Nor does it alter the way or the conditions under which they can be exercised.

Aristotle illustrates the difference between first order and lower-order abilities as follows. Children who have not yet learned a subject possess a lower-order cognitive ability for that subject just by virtue of being humans who can learn it. This contrasts with the first order cognitive ability they acquire by learning the subject. The process by which something is learned changes the learner from someone who can learn something (e.g., geometry) to someone who can no longer learn it unless she forgets what she had learned and needs re-education. By the same token a learner is changed, e.g., from someone who cannot actually do any geometrical theorizing into someone who can. For our purposes, the crucial distinction this illustrates is the difference between an ability (e.g., the ability to

---

30 There are two traditional interpretations of Aristotle's views about the motion of simple bodies when they are unimpeded. According to the one we follow, their motion arises from an internal source, power, or force which actively sustains their natural movement. Some important proponents of this view are Chrysippus, Philotheus, Avicenna, Albert the Great, Roger Bacon, Duns Scotus, Buridan, Oresme, and the Paduan Aristotelian, Jacopo Zabarella. Opponents of this interpretation are the so-called 'strict Aristotelians' who, like Simplicius, Alexander of Aphrodisias, and Aquinas base their interpretations largely on *Phys.* II. 1, and VIII. 1. They view Aristotle as holding that only animate things are capable of self motion. In contrast, inanimate things are said to possess only a passive ability to move when nothing prevents it. For a detailed discussion of these interpretations see (McGuire, 1994: 306-329). See also the appendix on Philotheus and Scotus below. The following from Simplicius is an early source of this view.

'If a thing has natural motion, then it either moves by nature in the sense of the so-called natural bodies like earth and fire, or in the sense of so-called self moving creatures which are moved by the soul within them' (translated and quoted by W.K.C. Guthrie; see Guthrie, 1960: xxviii). Mary Louise Gill is a present day proponent of this interpretation (see Gill, 1989: 234, 239).
learn geometry) whose exercise changes its possessor with regard to that ability, and an ability (e.g., the ability to do geometry) whose exercise brings about no such change. The ability of the cosmic spheres to rotate is like a first order ability in that its exercise for any period of time does not alter the ability or its possessor in such a way as to prevent or modify its continued exercise.\footnote{But of course there are dissimilarities. One important dissimilarity is that a cosmic sphere’s ability to rotate is not acquired or developed (like the ability to do geometry) from a lower order ability.}

Aristotle offers two reasons for this. The first is that unlike a local motion from one place to another, cosmic rotation passes the D-D test. We have seen that Barnes had not walked from Arrowbear to Barstow during any time of his walk. By contrast, living well is a D-D activity; our having lived does not (by itself) preclude our continuing to live well (\textit{Nicomachean Ethics} X. 4. 1174a13-19). Because seeing is a D-D activity, we can continue seeing, having seen, and similarly for thinking and having thought. By the very same token, for any time, \( t \) the fact that at \( t \) a cosmic sphere has rotated does not preclude its continuing to rotate after \( t \).\footnote{Notice that the distinction between D-D and non-D-D \textit{symphonia} is not to be confused with the doctrine we reject according to which \textit{symphonia} and \textit{symmetria} are mutually exclusive. While there is no doubt that Aristotle endorsed the D-D/non-D-D distinction and considered it important enough to write about it extensively, we have argued that Aristotle believes that both are activities or exercises of an ability (\textit{symphonia}).}

But the fact that cosmic rotation is a D-D activity does not by itself secure that the cosmic spheres will never stop rotating. After all even though living passes the D-D test, no one lives for ever. What does explain the eternity of the cosmic rotations is the following from \textit{Metaph.} \( \Theta \). 8. It is part of a discussion of various sorts of abilities in which Aristotle specifies what is possible and what is impossible in virtue of the natural abilities things possess.

... All imperishable things ... are actual. Nor can any of the things that are of necessity [be only possible]. (Indeed these things are primary: for if they were not, nothing would be). Nor indeed does motion, if it is something eternal [exist only possibly]. If any eternal thing is moving, it does not move according to possibility except with respect to whence and whither (and there is nothing preventing it from having matter for this [sort of motion]). Accordingly, the sun and the stars and the whole heaven are always active [\textit{i.e.}, they are always exercising their ability to rotate], and there is no fear that they may sometime stop, which is what those who study nature fear. Nor do they tire with respect to the exercise of this ability. For movement for them, does not, as it does for perishable things, involve the ability for the opposite [of motion] so that continuity of motion is laborious. For it is the [kind of] substance that is matter and potentiality, rather than actuality that is the reason for this [\textit{i.e.}, for laborious motion]. And imperishable things are imitated by things that change (\( \epsilon \nu \textit{μετασκευαζεται} \)), e.g., Earth and Fire. For these [\textit{i.e.}, imperishable things] are always in activity; for they have their movement by virtue of themselves (\( \xi o\nu \textit{ον \textit{περιποιεται}} \)) and in themselves (\( \epsilon \nu \textit{περιποιεται} \)) (1050b19-30).

The moral we draw from this is that the matter of the cosmic spheres is not such that their exercise of their natural ability to rotate can be stopped or impeded by any internal or external factor. They rotate by virtue of an ability which they always possess, and which they always exercise by virtue of their very nature independently of what else is going on in the cosmos.

To summarize, here are the salient points concerning the local motion of each cosmic sphere. It is the exercise of an ability which is fully exercised at all times. The possession of this ability is an essential feature of the cosmic movers. That is why they ‘have their movement in virtue of themselves and in themselves.’ Because their rotations pass the D-D test, the fact that a cosmic sphere has rotated at one time does not preclude its continued rotation. Because a cosmic sphere’s ability to rotate is like a first order ability, its exercise at one time does not diminish it or hinder its further exercise. Because the cosmic sphere has no matter of a kind that would allow it to lose its ability to rotate, there will never be a time at which it lacks the ability. And finally, a cosmic sphere does not change in the sense of losing or gaining any metaphysical predicates through the exercise of its ability to rotate.\footnote{Of course a planet, a star, or any other distinct bit of a sphere does change its position relative to other things as the sphere rotates. But the sphere itself does not.} In this respect the cosmic rotations are more like the activities of seeing or understanding than taking a walk or building a building.

Aristotle’s view about the nature of the \textit{aither} grounds both his non-modal claim that the cosmic spheres rotate through endless time, and his modal claim that they cannot fail to rotate at any time. In maintaining this he does not commit the fallacy of inferring a modal from a non-modal claim. Aristotle realizes that the fact that a cosmic sphere rotates always is not in itself sufficient to secure that it rotates of necessity. It is part of the nature of each cosmic sphere to have \textit{aither} as its matter; it \textit{is aetherial} by nature. A cosmic sphere moves of necessity because (a) rotation is a natural motion which its \textit{aither} must engage in when nothing prevents it, (b) because there is nothing in the superlunary sphere to prevent it, and (c) because
nothing from the sublunar sphere can reach it to interfere with its movement.

Finally we need to consider briefly how Aristotle accounts for observationally established changes in the relative positions and speeds of the planets and stars. His explanation is that they are carried around the earth on different spheres which rotate at different speeds and in different directions. As we have been claiming, Aristotle thinks that they rotate instead of standing still or moving in a straight line because rotation is the natural motion of the *aither* which is their matter. But if they have the same matter, why do they rotate in different directions and at different speeds? Aristotle may have thought that the differences in their speeds could be due to differences in their sizes. He claims in another connection that larger bodies move faster than smaller ones if their motions are natural and unforced and, we suppose he would add, if they are made of the same stuff (De Caelo 290a1ff).

Aristotle's explanation for differences in directionality is that the cosmic spheres are ensouled (De Caelo II. 12). This raises thorny questions about the compatibility of Aristotle's position in De Caelo with what he says about unmoved movers in Phys. VIII and Metaph. A. Fortunately this paper's only concern is the way in which local motion, including the rotations of the cosmic spheres, is to be understood as the metaphysical predication of items from the categories. Commentators disagree about how souls contribute to the motions of the cosmic spheres, and about whether the natural ability which enables the cosmic spheres to keep moving is passive or active. But nothing in the Aristotelian corpus or the standard commentaries requires us to deny that their rotation is the exercise of an ability which belongs to them by nature. Thus we see no reason why the doctrine that the cosmic spheres are ensouled should not be compatible with our views about Aristotle's theory of motion.

IX

Aristotle holds that all of the things that are (τὰ ὅντα) are said to be with reference to items from the categories and their opposites either *κατὰ δύναμιν* or as *ἐνεργεῖα*. The fact that local motion is not explicitly included in Aristotle's canonical inventories of the categories raises the question of how local motion can be accommodated in Aristotle's ontology. We maintain that *κατὰ δύναμιν* and *ἐνεργεῖα* are two kinds of metaphysical predication - two ways in which something can be, or can have, one or more items from the categories, their contraries, or their privations. Abilities by virtue of which individuals initiate activities or undergo processes of different kinds belong to the category of quality. We have argued that local motion is the exercise or actualization of an item's ability to engage in a process through which it is carried from one place to another, and that this holds even for the extraordinary case of the rotations of the superlunary *aitherial* spheres. We note also that with respect to the questions we have been discussing, there is no interesting difference between the local motions of sublunary bodies and the rotations of the cosmic spheres. Both are exercises of natural abilities which are fully exercised at every time during which they move.

34 At De Caelo 289b32ff., the supposition that the stars and planets are attached to spheres which carry them through the heavens is the only hypothesis which allows us to explain why '... changes occur not only in the position of the stars, but also in that of the whole heaven' (De Caelo 289b1). (In the context of the relevant chapters of De Caelo (II. 8 and II. 12) we must assume that Aristotle uses the term 'σφαίρα' for planets as well as stars, and 'σφαίρων' for spheres as circles.) According to De Caelo II. 10, the fixed stars are carried by an outer sphere whose motion is swifter than that of the inner spheres which carry the sun, the planets, and other fixed bodies. In addition to moving more slowly, at least some of the inner spheres move in a different direction (291b1ff).

35 For a discussion of this and citations of some relevant secondary literature, see Judson, 1994.
Appendix

Philoponus and Scotus on the Motion of the Simple Bodies in Physics VIII. 4

In Physics VIII Aristotle argues that the simple bodies move in virtue of their natures if nothing prevents or constrains them. How can Aristotle believe this if he also holds that what initiates a change must be distinct from the thing that is changing? In his fragmentary commentary on Phys. VIII Philoponus considers how a fully continuous parcel of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water is both the source and subject of its own motion. His view is that the simple or elemental bodies possess active abilities for motion in virtue of their intrinsic natures. On the basis of this conception he argues:

Things that move by themselves are able to move not in one way but in many ways. Yet these considerations ([i.e., those Aristotle puts forward in Phys. VIII] show that the bodies of the elements do not have their motions from themselves. Nevertheless, in so far as each is moving, [when] each is moving in itself, to that extent the mover is distinguished from what is moved not by place, but by nature. For if it were distinguished only by place, what is like could not be affected by what is like (Philoponus, 1887: 888.225a12).

We suppose that for Philoponus, things which occupy different places are numerically distinct. In distinguishing difference in place from difference in nature we take him to distinguish what we call numerical difference from what we call conceptual difference or difference in form or description. Philoponus grants Aristotle that in the case of the simple bodies, when they are actually moving, mover and moved are not numerically distinguishable. Nevertheless, Philoponus holds, they can be distinguished conceptually or, as he says, ‘by nature’. If the mover and the moved cannot differ formally without differing numerically, Aristotle cannot reconcile his claim (Phys. VIII. 4 255b30) that the simple bodies are the source of their natural motion with his requirement that in their movement the mover is to be distinguished from the moved. This requirement reflects Aristotle’s commitment to the view that in all episodes of ongoing change the cause of change is spatially in contact, or contiguous, with the thing whose change it is causing. It is important to remember that in his interpretation of Aristotle, Philoponus conceives the simple bodies as being the intrinsically active cause of their own change. Philoponus is probably the earliest Aristotelian commentator to suggest that we can understand the simple bodies as the sources of their own natural motions by treating the distinction between mover and moved as a conceptual rather than a numerical distinction in this case.

Commenting on Phys. VIII. Duns Scotus challenges Aristotle’s view that self-motion reduces to a real distinction between mover and moved, i.e., that the one is separate from the other in reality (in rebus). Where Philoponus speaks of a conceptual distinction, Scotus speaks of a formal distinction – a distinction which is intermediate between real and conceptual differences and is therefore a less-than-real distinction. What Scotus claims is that two items are formally distinct if they are numerically one, but the concepts referring to each of the items mutually exclude each other. For Scotus, the way we think of these items is not a mere artifact of our thought or language: our concepts refer to features which are really intrinsic to the nature of the reality in question. Thus, our ability to distinguish the mover from the moved in a body moving downward in and of itself is grounded in the real nature of the body. This chimes with Philoponus’ view ‘that the mover is distinguished from what is moved not by place, but by nature.’ The distinction Philoponus makes between a change marked by place (where the separability of the mover and the moved is possible) and the distinction which marks a change according to items intrinsic to a thing’s nature, mirror Scotus’ real and formal distinctions. For a detailed account of Scotus, see Peter King, 1994: 273-275, 284-286.
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